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Brooks’ Theorem says that if for a graph G, A(G) = n, then G is n-coiourable, unless (1) 
n = 2 and G has an odd cycle as a component, or (2) n > 2 and K,,+l is a component of G. In 
this paper we prove that if a graph G has none of some three graphs (K,,3; KS-e and I#) as an 
induced subgraph and if A( and d(G)<A(G), then x(G)<A(G). Also we give examples 
to show that the hypothesis A(G)26 can not be non-trivially relaxed and the graph K5 -e can 
not be removed from the hypothesis. Moreover, for a graph G with none of KIBs; KS-e and H 
as an induced subgraph, we verify Borodin and Kostochka’s conjecture that if for a graph 
G, A(G),9 and d(G)<A(G), then x(G)<A(G). 
All the graphs considered are finite, without loops or multiple edges. We refer 
to Harary [4] for terminology and notation. Given a graph G, we denote by d(G), 
the density of G, that is the maximum number of vertices in a clique of G, by 
x(G), the chromatic number of G and by A(G), the maximum degree of G. If 
S c V(G), then (S) denotes the subgraph of G induced by S. The neighbourhood 
N(o) of the vertex v is the set {w E u(G) 1 MC E B(G)}. If G is a coloured graph, 
then the vertex coloured CY is called tin a-vertex. Brooks’ famous theorem [2] 
asserts: 
Theorem. If A(G)= n, then G is n-colourubie, unless (1) n = 2 asd G ha Q 
component which is an odd cycle, or (2) n a 2 and K,,+t is a componelnt sf (3. 
Also Borodin and Kostochka [l] conjectured the following: 
COI@&UIW. If,A(G)*9,d(G)<A(G), then x(G)<A(G). 
This conjecture, if verified, certainly improves Brooks’ Theorem for graphs with 
maximum degree at least nine. 
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In this paper we prove the following: 
Theorem, If A(G)=+j,d(G)<A(G) and if G has none of &; KS-e and H as 
an induced subgraph, then x(G) < A(G), where graph H is as shown in Fig. 1. 
H= 
Fig. 1. 
Before proving our theorem we state a proposition 
use in its proof. 
by Choudum [3], which we 
-position P. Let G ( # C,, PJ be a graph with no induced K4- e and with 
independence number p(G) c 2. Zf Q is a clique in G of size d(G), then (V - Q) is 
a complete subgraph in 6 and every vertex is adjacent o at most one vertex of Q. 
We say that a graph G belongs to class ti if G does not have any of K1,s; KS-e 
and H as an induced subgraph. 
The main resub 
Theorem. Zf GE& A(G)26 arca d(GkA(G), thrrr x(G)<A(G). 
. Let, if possible. there exist a graph G with A(G)a6, G ES& d(G)<A(G) 
s,:ch that x(G)> A(G). Furfher assume that C’a is such a graph with minimum 
nur.+er of vertices. Now d(G) < A(G) s x(G)< d(G) -t 1; this implies that 
A(G) = x(G) = d(G)+ 1. Here the upper limit 3s obtained from Theorem 2 in [5]. 
Next let (0) be a maximai clique in 6, of size d(G). Also let u E Q be such that 
deg v = x$2 de): 0. 
If A(G-u)=A(G), then by minimality of vertices of G,x(G-u)<A(G)Gx(G). 
If A(G+<A(G), tllen as degu=min,,odego,A(G-o)=A(G)-1~5. Also 
G - 1’ can not have KdlC; __V)i I as a component. $or in that case, G has a clique of 
size f (G - U) + 1 = A(G), a contradiction. Hence by Brooks’ theorem x(G - V) s 
A(G -vMA(G)Gx(GS. Thus in any case, x(G-v)<x(G). 
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Hence x(G -u) = d(G) = d. Let 2 be a d-colouring of (G-u). If deg 21 <d, 
then x(G) = d, a contradiction. Wence deguad=A(G)-135. Th-ti 
(N(u)) # C,, & also @((N(u)))s2 and &-e is not induced in (N(o)). By Proposi- 
tion P, (N(u)-[Q’-{ulp is complete. Let T,=Q-{u} and Tz=N(u)-T&et 
Tl={xl,..., x,,,},So=T2 and s,=(U~V(G)Iufu,uCT,,ux,~~(G)},l~p~ 
m. Next we state some assertions. 
Asfmtion 1. (S,) is complete for 0 s p e m. 
Proof of this follows from Proposition P. 
Now we claim that there exists a colour p such that Tz has a p-vertex but Tl 
does not have any such &vertex. If there does not exist any such 0 colour, then 
(N(u)) is (d - l)-colourable, hence by colouring 21 by a colour in Z, other than 
. these d’- 1 colours, we see that G is d-colourable, a contradiction. Hence there 
exists such a colour /3. 
Since ISpl s 2, there exists a colour in J$, not given to any vertex in Sp U {xp}, ,O G 
psm. We call this, a dual colour of fcp. We now relabel the vertices of Tl as 
follows: Let u = eo. Let cyl be a dual colour of oo. Now T1 must &ave an al-vertex. 
For, if not, then by colouring u. by cyl, we get a d-colouring of G, a contradiction. 
Hence let xp E T1 be such that xp is an cul-vertex. We label xp as vl. Let cy2 be a 
dual colour of tll. Then there exists an cuz-vertex x9 E ‘T1. For, if not, then colour 
~1 by ~~23 10 by (~1, to get a d-colouring of G, a contradiction. Lable xs as u2. Let 
a3 be a dual colour of u2. In this way, we construct a maximal sequence of vertices 
tJ0, Ul, . . . , t?k ; 1 S k S m; 2)~ E T1 such that up # us. Here t+, is coloured a, and 
(Y~+~ is its dual colour for 1 sp s k. Remaining vertices of I”, are arbitrarily 
labelled &+I, . . . , U,. By the maximality of k, it follows that there exists a tag, for 
some 1 sq < k, such that z+, is an atk+,-vertex. Thus for this q, arcr = (Yk+l. 
Assetin 2. There exists a unique P-uertex in Sp, for every p, 0 s p s k. 
If there exists a p, 0 s p < k, such that Sp has no @-vertex, then colour up by p 
and v9 by cu,+ for q < p. This. gives a d-colouring of G, a contradiction. 
Uniqueness follows from the fact that Sp is complete. 
Adsser&bn 3. No three up’s are adjacent o the same p-uertex. 
Let if possible t),, uq, u, be adjacent to the same p-vertex ‘a’. As a$ Tl, there 
exists a FZ s m such that aq,$ Z(G). But then, (u,, u,, v,, v,, a) = KS - e, a con- 
tradiction. 
Assertion 4. There are at most wo ar-vertices adjacent o a vertex  E V(G), for amy 
colour CL 
This follows, because G does not have K1,3 induced. 
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Now SUppOSe t&+1 = a,+~, OcKic-I. Define a maximal path R in G--u0 as 
follows: Let R be a path on the vertices &c)~, ol, . , . , W, = o such that o0 is 
adjacent to &, w. is a &vertex and the vertices mP, 0 S p 6 I are alternately 
coloured 0 and (x k+ I, respectively. Next we make the following claim. 
dI%im. No two of u,, Ut+l, vk are adjacent to the same B-vertex. 
Let, if possible, u,, vY b adjacent to the same p-vertex, say ‘a’, where 
g3,, U, E {v,, v,+ uk]. Also let a’ be the p-vertex of u, where v, E 
I{ u,, uk, u,, I! -{II,, I+}]. Now consider a maximal path 0’ starting at a’, such that 
vertices on Q’ are alternately coloured /3 and (rk+l. If a g! Q’, then interchange 
colours along Q’, colour u, by p and u, by q,+l for p c z. This gives a d-colouring 
of G, a contradiction. Hence a E Q’. Let b be the at,+,-vertex on Q’, adjacent o 
a. We note that this b is unique, for, otherwise (a, b, c, u,) = ICI,9 where c is the 
other oL+I-verfex adjacent o a, a contradiction. Now consider (u,, u,, vY, a, b, a’). 
As G does not have H as an induced subgraph, we must have ba’e E(G). Note 
here that none of {u,, u,, u,} can have an a!k+I -vertex adjacent, as two of them 
have (Y& + t as a dual colour and the third one is an ak+ ,-vertex itself. Now as 
1 T,( 3 4, there exist q, d such that us, ud E [7’, U {q,} -{u,. v,, u,}]. Again by Asser- 
tion 3, either uqa’$ E(G) or u&z’$! E(G). Assume that v,.$‘$! E(G). Now if ud has 
a p-vertex a” adjacent, then a” # a, a’. Also ba”$ E(G), by Assertion 4 and 
hence (u& u,, u,, a, b, a”) = ff, a contradiction. Hence ud can have no adjacent 
#&vertex. Then by Assertion 2, d > k. Now consider a maximal path 0” starting at 
a’ such that vertices on Q” are alternately coloured /3 and ad where (Yd is the 
colour of ud in c. Now u& Q” as ud has no o-vertex adjacent. Hence we 
interchange colours along Q”, <dour u, by /3 and u, by ap+l for p < t. This gives 
a d-colouring of G, a contradiction. 
Hence the claim is proved. Now consider a path R. By our claim 
U*%, u, + 1% & E(G). Also if any of u,, v t+l is adjacent o some vertex on R, then it 
must be the last p-vertex on R. For, otherwise, it can be easily seen that G has an 
induced K 1,3, a contradiction. Again by our claim both v,, v,+~ can nob be 
simultaneously adjacent o the iast o-vertex of R. 
Hence interchange colours along R, and 
: 1) coloua uk by 0 and u,, by a,+1 for p C k in case none of ul, u,+~ is adjacent 
to the last @-vertex on R, or 
(1) colour u, by p and u, by ap+l for p < t in case q is adjacent to the last 
p-vertex on R or 
(3) colour up by aL,+ t for Q C t + 1 in case u f +1 is adjacent o the last g-vertex on 
R. 
Thus in every case we get a d-colouring of G, a contradiction. 
This completes the proof of the Theorem. 
Nsxt we make an observation and give examples to show that the condition 
A((;) 2 6, in the hypothesis can not be non-trivially relaxed. 
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OhmvafkDa. (1) IfA( andd(G)=2, tltenx(G)<A(G) i”Gdoemothave 
an odd cycle as GI subgraph. 
Exam+. (1) For A(G)=4, consider the graph G, shown in Fig. 2. 
G= 
Fig. 2. 
Here d(G)=3,A(G)=4=x(G) and GE&. 
(2) For A(G)=S, consider the graph shown in Fig. 3. 
Here A(G) = 5, d(G) =4 and x(G)a V(G)@(G) = 1012 = 5 where P(G) de- 
notes the independence number of G. Also it can be easily checked that G E J$. 
Fig. 3. 
Next we show that we can not drop KS-e from the hypothesis. For A = 8, let 
G = L(G’) where G’ is the graph shown in Fig. 4. Here A(G) = 8, d(G) = 4 and 
x(G) = 8 and G has KS-e as an induced subgraph but neither K1,3 nor H is 
induced in G. 
In particular, if we take A(G) a 9, then our Theorem verifies Borodin and 
Kostochka’s [l] conjecture for G E SQ. 
Fig. 4. 
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